Information for participants

- **Internet**
  On the ground floor you can connect using the network **IHPNet0**. On any other floor you can connect using the network **IHPNet1234**. Each of these networks has a different password. The passwords will be communicated at the workshop.

- **working space**
  In addition to the space in the cafeteria on the ground floor, you have at your disposal the following rooms as sitting/working/discussing places.
  
  On Wednesday May 2 room 314
  On Thursday May 3 and Friday May 4 room 204
  
  There is also a library on the first floor.

  Note that the lecture hall will be locked during the lunch breaks (12:00-14:00).

- **food and drink**
  There will be two coffee breaks every day, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, all of them in the cafeteria of the IHP on the ground floor.

  There are plenty of restaurants and cafes around the IHP for lunch. A short list of suggested places is attached.

  On Thursday evening (May 3) there will be a reception (with food).
  The reception will take place on the ground floor of the IHP.
Restaurants

Below are some suggestions for restaurants for lunch around the IHP.
These recommendations were collected from various (subjective...) sources.

Around 10 Euros for lunch:

- Le Pot de Terre (French) - 22 rue du Pot de Fer
- La Montagne Sainte Geneviève (French) - 13 rue du Pot de Fer
- Yaki (Japanese) - 4 rue Gay Lussac
- Le Royal Thai (Thai) - 4 rue des Fossés Saint Jacques
- Sabraj (Indian) - 175 rue Saint Jacques
- Coup de torchon (French) - 187 rue Saint Jacques
- Spirit Bar - 72 Rue Gay Lussac
- Pains, Salades et Fantaisies (sandwiches and salads) - 22 rue Gay Lusac
- Café de la Nouvelle Mairie (French, higher quality, a bit more expensive) - 19 rue des Fossés Saint Jacques

Good French Restaurants:
Lunch Menu around 20 - 30 Euros
More expensive for dinner (reservation recommended for dinner)

- La Truffière - 4 rue Blainville
- Chez Lena et Mimile - 32 Rue Tournefort
- Les Papilles - 30 rue Gay Lussac